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Abstract 
We study a stochastic loss network of switched circuits with alternate routing. The loads of 
the links form a strongly interacting system which is neither exchangeable nor Markovian. The 
corresponding BBGKY hierarchy is nontrivial. By refining a random graph representation 
which gave us propagation of chaos in a previous paper, we show tightness for the fluctuation 
field and process. We then prove that the accumulation points for the fluctuation processes are 
continuous semimartingales. We show that the martingale part is Gaussian and unique, 
characterized by its DoobMeyer bracket; for this we need to close a hierarchy coming from the 
simultaneous release of circuits in alternate routing. 
Keywords; BBGKY hierarchy; Random graphs and trees; Couplings; Propagation of chaos; 
Tightness; Fluctuations; Gaussian martingales 
0. Introduction 
In a communication network with dynamic alternate routing, calls are routed in 
order to limit the blockings due to saturated links. The occupancies of the links form 
a strongly interacting system, and there may be some additional processes indicating 
how the calls have been routed and thus which circuits ought to be liberated 
simultaneously. The strong interaction leads to a nontrivial BBGKY hierarchy, as 
in the realistic Boltzmann equation in Cercigniani (1988) Smoluchowski’s theory 
of coagulation in Lang and Nguyen (1980) or annihilating Brownian spheres in 
Sznitman (1987, 1991). 
In Graham and Meltard (1993) we show pathwise propagation of chaos for the 
processes of the occupancies of the links using a coupling between a random graph 
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representation and a Boltzmann tree on which we construct the nonlinear limit. This 
enables us to prove directly the chaos hypothesis and propagation of chaos by 
showing that we may neglect the interactions. This implies a law of large numbers for 
the empirical measures of the processes of the occupations of the links and closes the 
BBGKY hierarchy at the first level. Crucial ingredients are that we may consider only 
a finite number of links and that the limit is deterministic. Thus, high-order empirical 
measures in the hierarchy involving multiplets may be factored at the limit in terms of 
the empirical measure. 
In this paper, we refine the estimates to find the proper scaling for fluctuations, 
prove tightness, and show the limit points are continuous semimartingales. The 
pathwise nature of our estimates is essential throughout. Unfortunately it is hopeless 
to get a central limit theorem by purely pathwise considerations, and to characterize 
the fluctuations we should analyze the interactions in a precise way when the coupled 
graph and tree differ and consider all the links at once. 
Known fluctuation results rely very heavily on the fact that in a weakly interacting 
(mean-field) system like the spatially homogenous Boltzmann equation, the first step 
of what would be a hierarchy is closed up to a “small” remainder term of size inversely 
proportional to the number of particles. One must only then prove this term is indeed 
small to obtain closed equations for the propagation of chaos and the fluctuations. 
This is also central to tightness results which involve the Gronwall Lemma. Even 
when the hierarchy is not explicited, as when Girsanov transforms or characteristic 
functions are used, the fact we have basically a closed expression not taking into 
account the correlations of particles is essential. See for example Dawson and Zheng 
(1991) Ferland et al. (1991) Shiga and Tanaka (1985) Sznitman (1984, 1989) and 
Uchiyama (1988). 
We emphasize that we do not take a mean-field caricature and must deal with 
a non-trivial BBGKY hierarchy. The interaction is strong, ternary and asymmetric. 
Due to the local interaction, the high-order empirical fluctuations are not in the limit 
differences of product measures and the hierarchy cannot be closed by the usual 
linearization technique. Furthermore, the processes we consider are not exchangeable 
but have a much weaker symmetry and we take into account the simultaneous 
releases of alternate calls, which leads to another hierarchy for the Doob-Meyer 
brackets. 
We succeed in closing the latter hierarchy and thus show that the martingale 
part of the limit points is Gaussian and unique, characterized by its deterministic 
Doob-Meyer bracket which we compute. The finite variation part is only expressed 
as part of a hierarchy. Simulations seem to show that the fluctuations are 
Gaussian, but are not centered and thus do not come from an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process. 
Crametz and Hunt (1991) proved a law of large numbers for the processes of the 
empirical measures of the occupancies of the links. They conjectured that a mean-field 
caricature would give the proper fluctuations, but this paper shows it is not the case: 
the graph structure is very relevant at the fluctuation level. 
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1. The setting 
We consider a fully connected network of n cities or nodes, denoted either by 
numbers or by lower-case letters a, b, . . There are N = n(n - 1)/2 links between 
nodes denoted by ab, . . . . and we identify ab and ba. Each link has a capacity for 
C calls. Calls arrive independently on each link ab according to a Poisson process of 
rate v, and occupy one of the C channels (or circuits) if the capacity is not attained. If 
the link is full, a third node c is chosen at random uniformly among the n - 2 others; 
the call is routed through links UC and bc if both are not full, and is lost if either is full. 
Calls last independent exponential times of rate 1 and alternatively routed calls release 
both channels simultaneously. 
The process of the number of occupied channels between a and b will be denoted by 
X,“,, but this does not suffice to describe the system. We shall also consider X:d”, the 
number of calls in progress between a and b that were rerouted through c, in order to 
get a Markov process 
(XL XY) (a,b,c)s(l,..., n)3,acb, c#o,b. 
These jump processes belong to the Skorohod space D( R+, (0, 1, . . , C}). 
The natural symmetry assumption is that all the nodes are equivalent, and thus the 
laws are invariant under permutation of the nodes. The system (Xfb), s o<b s n is not 
exchangeable: the processes are identically distributed, but couples that share a node 
do not have the same distribution as couples that do not. Instead of a symmetry of 
order N! we only have a much smaller one of order n! . 
x,“, satisfies the following martingale problem: for any function $I on (0, 1, . . . , C}, 
4(X:bb(t)) - ddx,N,to)) - 
s 
’ (+tx:bts) + l) - &xfb(s)))Q,~~(s) < c 
0 
+ (&x:b 6) - 1) - +cx:b (s)))x:b 6) ds (1.1) 
is a martingale. We consider the limit nonlinear martingale problem; if X is the 
canonical process, P” on D( R+, (0, 1, . , C}) is such that 
4(X,) - 4(X,) - 
s 
[(4(X, + 1) - 4(X,))Q&<,(V + 2@(I - is)) 
+ (4(X, - 1) - >(X,))X, ds (1.2) 
is a martingale. F, ’ = P”(X, = C) is the nonlinear term for the evolution equation 
satisfied by the law. Existence and uniqueness for such a nonlinear pure-jump 
martingale problem is obtained by a contraction argument: see Graham (1992) and 
Shiga and Tanaka (1985). 
The following results are from Graham and MClCard (1993). We proved propaga- 
tion of chaos in variation for the processes on [0, 7’1 and weakly on R + : for distinct 
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links alhI, . . , akbk, _Y(X,“l,,, , XEb,) converges to FBk, which implies the result for 
the time-marginals. Let 1 1 denote the norm of total variation: 1~1 = sup((4, p); 
4 measurable, 11+/I, I l}, and for p on D (R+, (0, 1, . , C}), Iplr is the variation norm 
of the restriction of /I to [0, T]. 
Theorem 1.1. Assume (X:*(O)), 5 o<b S ,, is a family of independent variables of law FO,, 
andfor all a, b, c, X>bN(O) = 0. Let P be the solution to (1.2) starting at FO. Then for any 
k, any distinct links aibi, 1 I i I k, 
I &((k2 - k)6vT + k(9/2)exp(4vT)) 
L((k2 - k)48(vT)2 + (k2 + 2k)(9/4)exp(8vT)). 
+ (n - 2)2 
For distinct (ai, bi, ci), ai < bi, ci $ {ai, bi}, E(nF= 1 X2,$ (t)) I ((1 - e-‘)v/(n - 2))k. 
We denote the “global” and the “local around node a” empirical measures by 
(1.3) 
which are random variables taking values in the set fI(D( R,, (0, 1, . . . , C))) of 
probability measures on D( lR+, {0, 1, . , C}), and pN = (l/n)CI= 1 pt. 
Proposition 1.2. Assume the laws of (Xf’), S a<h S n m-e P’ -chaotic in variation. Then the 
laws of the (p’) and the (~0”) converge weakly to oF.for the total variation topology on 
n([O, T], (0, 1, , C})), and these random measures converge in law and in probability 
to the deterministic i? 
Contrary to the case of exchangeable random variables, the convergence of the pN 
does not imply propagation of chaos. This is quite natural, since the symmetry group 
of pN is of order N! while the one of _V((X,“,), S o<b I n ) is only of order n! pN only tells 
us what happens averaged over the network, and also what happens to a single link; it 
does not say what happens to collections of links. The local empirical process is 
important in applications, since the network could well be in a mean satisfactory state 
and nevertheless a node may be isolated because of saturated links. The convergence 
of the 11: to P” ensures that the blocked calls are well distributed on the network. 
Proposition 1.3. If for ull nodes a, the luws of pa” converge weakly to S,- for the weak 
(resp. total variation) topology on EI(D([O, T], {0, 1, . . . , C})), then the (X,“,), Sact, <,, 
are F-chaotic (resp. in variation). 
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We shall assume for simplicity that (X$(O)), S a<b 5 II is a family of independent 
variables of law FO, and for all a, b, c, Xc,bN(0) = 0. The results would still hold if we 
had the proper speeds of convergence for the initial distribution to this situation. 
2. Fluctuation measures and processes, and related martingale problems 
We define the global empirical fluctuation measure 
and the local empirical fluctuation measure around node a 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
and 
We also consider the fluctuation processes ($), 2 0 and (I&)~ t e; $’ and & are the 
“time-marginals” of qN and q,” given by replacing Xcb by Xtb(t) in (2.1) and (2.2). 
We denote by Ca,b,cZn the summation over a, b, c in { 1, , II} such that a # b, 
b#c,c#a.Foranyrealfunction~on[Wwedefine~+:xE[WH~(x+l)-~(x)and 
c#~ :x ER +-+4(x - 1) - 4(x). Naturally, I14+llm and 11~~11~ are less than 2~~~#~~~,. 
Using (1.1) we see that for any such 4, 
<6PE”> - <6Pr;‘> - 
ss 
1 (~‘(x)vQ.&Y + $-(x)x) P: (dx) 
V 
+ N(n - 2)a,t,c:n 
c 4’(X,N,(s))Q X.“,(s) < c Qxm cc c Qx;,s, = c ds (2.3) 
is a martingale. By considering the empirical measure over triangles 
(3)N = 
1 
I* c 6 n(n - l)(n - 2),,b,c;n x,“,*xE.xE’ (2.4) 
this martingale may be written as 
+ 6 (x)x) cl: (dx) 
+ 2 4+(x)vQ 
s 
x-cc y<c z=cPs Q Q (3)N (dx, dy, dz) ds, (2.5) 
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which is the start of a complex BBGKY hierarchy. Notice that pC3jN differs greatly 
from (P’)@~; this is the mark of strong local interaction, since processes may be 
involved in a direct interaction only if they correspond to links forming a triangle. We 
also see again that the interaction is ternary and asymmetric. 
The martingale problem pC3jN involves an empirical measure pCsJN over quintuples 
(ah, ac, ad, bc, bd), and things get worse as we go along because of the nonexchangea- 
bility: the martingale problem for p(5)N would involve two empirical measures over 
septuples, of the form (ah, ac, ad, ae, bc, bd, be) or (ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, be, ce). We closed 
the limit equation obtained from (2.5) in Graham and Meliard (1993) using propaga- 
tion of chaos: not only ii.’ converges to p, but also pC3jN to FB3. 
We define the fluctuation on triangales as #3’N = fi(pC3jN - pB3) and see that 
+ 2 
s 
~‘(.X)I’ll x<cQ,,.Q.=,rl~3’N(d.~,dy,dz)dS (2.6) 
is a martingale MfN, and again we cannot close the equation as in the case of weak 
interaction. We thus get a BBGKY hierarchy, and the interaction rate and the scaling 
shows that there is little hope of closing it at this level. There is no hope that $3’N turns 
out in the limit to be a difference of product measures. Factorization only happens for 
the empirical measures because the limit of the “marginals” is deterministic. 
The Doob-Meyer bracket (M@‘N), is equal to f ss (4+(x)2~~Qx<c + 4-W2x)d’ (dx) 0 
+ t++(x) +~+(y))2vQx<CQ~ccQ~=(.~~3'N(dx,dy,dz) s 
+ ; .,;< n ~-(X,N,(s))~-(x,N,(~))x~~~(s) ds (2.7) 
and propagation of chaos gives us the asymptotics of the first two terms, but the last 
one, which comes from the simultaneous release of circuits for the alternate calls, will 
give rise to its own hierarchy and needs a fine study. 
For fixed a, we denote by &Ic.a,n the summation over b, c in { 1, . . . , n} such that 
b # a, c # a, b # c. Then 
(3)N = Pfl (2.8) 
which differs again from a product of empirical measures because of the strong local 
interaction and qL3jN = m(,aJN - FB3). Similar computations show we have 
the same hierarchical structure. There are the same difficulties for the local 
fluctuations as for the global fluctuations, except that the former correspond to 
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exchangeable processes and are thus somewhat simpler. We shall thus concentrate on 
the global fluctuations. 
3. Finer estimates for bounds and compacity 
To study the fluctuations for the empirical measures we need to refine the estimates 
in Graham and Meleard (1993). We recall that for fixed links aibi, . . , ukbk, we may 
build a tree and for given N a coupled marked tree and a graph. For the random 
interaction graph construction we consider real-valued Poisson processes 
(NL)i ca<b<n.c#a,b of parameter v/(n - 2). Every time Nib jumps, a call tries to get 
through on link ab; if the link is at full capacity, the call tries alternative routing 
through c, and if either UC or bc is full the call is lost. There are supplementary Poisson 
processes to take care of call durations. All these Poisson processes are independent. 
After a time T, the state of a link will have evolved under the direct action of 
a certain number of links trying to redirect calls, and recursively these links will have 
evolved according to other links which thus influence indirectly our first link. In order 
to describe these chains of influence, it is natural to use interaction graphs, which are 
random subsets of [0, T] x {ab; 1 I a < b 5 n}. To build such a graph rooted on 
a given link, we work our way backward into time starting from time T, and every 
time a Poisson process that might change the state of the link jumps, we include in the 
graph those links whose state determine this change, and recursively so. This is not 
a tree, since a link may influence several times another one. We mark the branches to 
recall which link received the call. We imagine time as being vertical and directed 
upwards, and the links as being on a horizontal level. Starting from ab, at any jump of 
a N& or Ng, we select the links ac and bc and keep ab. This branching is deterministic 
given the Poisson processes, and is ternary and asymmetric like the interaction. See 
Fig. 1. 
Once a link ab is selected, the whole vertical line from the point of its first selection 
down to zero belongs to the graph, and we select recursively from the branches we 
T 
ab 
ac bc 
i-l 
Fig. 1. A typical branching. 
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have selected. We can thus build graphs down from time T, for any collection of links. 
At time zero, we put random variables satisfying the initial conditions at the ends of 
the branches, and construct the sample paths of the processes from 0 to Twith as little 
superfluous knowledge as possible: the graph starting from a link represents its past 
history. 
It is natural to define a limit Boltzmann tree. This corresponds to a graph in which 
every branch is taken only once (amongst an infinite supply), and for which we have 
an infinite supply of independent copies of the Poisson processes for branching and 
other purposes; intuitively, whenever there is an overlap on the graph we superpose 
and distinguish the branches. The precise definition involves labeling and marking of 
the branches of the tree and is given in Graham and MelCard (1993). 
We couple trees and graphs by first defining the trees, then seeing which Poisson 
processes are shared by different branches on the graph, and then giving priority rules 
in order to choose between them to construct the graph on the tree. An example is 
given in Fig. 2. The branch labeled # has priority over *; on the left we have two trees 
with superpositions on which the overlapping branches are represented as being 
adjacent. On the right is the corresponding interaction graph, in which both sides 
branch when meeting the priority Poisson process jumps and the superposed 
branches are merged. 
On a tree rooted on a,h,, . . . ,a&, we build independent processes (X!,,,, . , X$) 
of law F, and on the graph a coupled interacting system (Xc,, , . . , X$,). These two 
processes may only differ when the graph differs from the tree. This event is given by 
the priority rules and consists of events that we call chain reactions and loop 
reactions. Direct interactions come about when links are involved in an attempt at 
alternate routing; a chain reaction between two links happens when a succession of 
direct interactions has spread from one link to the other and corresponds to the 
dependence between links, while loop reactions represent self interactions through the 
same mechanism and correspond to the difference between 2(X$,) and 5?(X z,,) = I? 
In Graham and Meltard (1993) Section 5, we have the following uniform estimates 
on [0, T]: the probability of a direct interaction is 0(1/n), the probability of an 
indirect interaction is O(l/n2). Thus the probability of the occurrence of a chain or 
0 
#l 
ab 
Fig. 2. Coupled marked limit tree and interaction graph 
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loop reaction is 0(1/n), moreover the probability of the occurrence of a chain reaction 
between two sets of links is O(l/n2) as soon as there is no node appearing in both sets, 
since in this last case there is no possibility for direct interaction. We must now use 
these estimates very precisely. 
Theorem 3.1. Let alhI, . , akbk, cldl, . . , ckdk be distinct links. Thenfor all 4 and II/ in 
L”P(CO, Tl, {O,l, . . . . C)Jk), uniformly on lldll, ad lI$ll,, 
CN#4X$,, . . . . Xi$J, $(X,“idI, . , XL)) = o(l/n), 
w4K,*I, .” > x$J - (4% p”@k>w(XN c,d,, . . , Xtd,) - <Ic/, F@‘“>)) = 0(1/n). 
Zf a,b,, . . . . a,b, has no node in common with cld,, . . . . Ckdk, 
cov(ddx:J~,, ...> xjlNlb,), $tx:dl, ... > x;d,)) = 0(b2), 
c,d,, . ? x:d,) - <tij F’k>)) = 0(l/n2). 
Proof. We consider the tree rooted on the links a,b,, . . . , akbk, cldl, . . . , Ckdk, inde- 
pendent processes (Xf,,,, . . . , Xzkb,, X&,L, . . . , Xtd,) of law i;, the global interaction 
graph rooted on alb,, . . , akbk, c,d,, . , c,d,, and the interacting process 
(x,“,,,, -~~x$k,x,“d~> ..., x:d,). These two processes differ only when there is 
a chain or loop reaction, an event of probability 0(1/n). 
We consider intermediary random interaction graphs, one for alhI, . . . , akbk and the 
other for c,d,, , ckdk, by not invoking the priority rules between the two subtrees; 
we do not take into account the chain reactions between the two sets of links, but only 
those on the two subgraphs. On each intermediary graph, we construct processes 
(X,“,,,, ..’ > Z&J and (x;d,, .. . 3 XEd,). These two processes are independent, have 
respectively, same law as (X,“,,,,, . , X$,) and (Xc,,, . , xc&), and differ from them 
Only when there iS a chain reaction between a,bl, , akbk and cldl, . . . , Ckdk. This 
happens on a set of probability 0(1/n) in the general case, and O(l/n2) in case 
aI&, . . . . akb, and c,d,, . . . , Ckdk do not share a common node since then there cannot 
be a direct interaction. Then using this independence 
(3.1) 
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mf4x~tb,~ “. > x:b,) - (4, ~@k>Nfw~d,? “. 3 X3,) - ($3 pNk>)) 
=E((4(x:bI, .. . , JTEb,) 44, p”@k>)(t4XN r,d,, ... > x:d,, -($> p”““),, + O(lb) 
=mG~,,, . , x:b,) - (4, F@k))E(ti(X;d,, . I x;dkd,) - <ti> F@k>) + O(b) 
=am:~b~, .” 3 X1_Nxh,) - 4w,o,b,, “. 3 X$bJ) 
x ‘%@f:d,, ... 3 x:dkd,) - thx!,d,, ... > x:dk)) + O(lb) 
=0(l/n2) + 0(1/n) = 0(1/n) (3.2) 
and the 0(1/n) are actually O(l/n2) in the case of no common node. 0 
We now state boundedness results using these new estimates. 
Theorem 3.2. E((+, q”)“) and E((4, v:)~) are bounded uniformly in /I b, // g: fbr c/5 in 
L”(WCO, 7-1, (0, 1, .“, C})L and E(($, v’~‘~)‘) and E((4, $,3’N)2) are bounded uni- 
formly in li$ll, for 4 in L”(D([O, T], {0, 1, . . . , C})3). 
Proof. Due to the symmetry over permutations of the nodes, 
= E((4W72) - (6 F>)*) + 2(n - W((4P4’2) - (4,6)(4(X;“,) 
- (4, p))) + (n - 2)(n - 3, E((&XN ) - (4, F)) 
2 
12 
x (WG’,) - (43 ml 
which is bounded using Theorem 3.1. This gives the result for qN. 
Setting (rr)k = n(n - 1) ... (n - k + 1) for k EN, 
(3.3) 
x (&xfe, x:f, xFd!d, - (4, F”3>,, (3.4) 
with (n): terms in the sum, of which (n)6 concern distinct nodes a, b, c, d, e,,f: 
c a,b,c,d,e,fz n denotes the sum over such nodes; using the symmetry over the nodes 
N 
1 c 
@)3 olblcldlrlS;n 
E((4Wfb> XL XN) - (4, p”@3>) ca 
x(4(x,“,, x:f, xyd!d, - (6, @‘>)) 
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(cw:5> XL, x:4) - (4, F@“>)) (3.5) 
and since N(n),/(n): = O(n’), this is bounded using Theorem 3.1. 
There are (n): - (n)6 = (9n’ - 45n + 60)(n), remaining terms. Of these, 9(r~)~ are 
such that one and only one of d, e, f is equal to one of a, b, c, which ensures the links 
ah, bc, ca, de, eJfd are distinct; since N(n),/(n): = O(n), the corresponding term is 
bounded using Theorem 3.1. 
There are 0(n4) uniformly bounded terms left, and thus the corresponding term, 
with factor N/(n):, is also bounded. 
A similar simpler computation holds for q,” and ~a’~. 0 
Let us remark that this result is on the sample path space, and thus gives uniform 
estimates. This will enable us to get compactness results. 
Theorem 3.3. The sequences of mappings on L”(D(CO, Z-1, (0, 1, > C})) 
4 ++E(e i<4% q*)) and 4 ++ fqei<4. 72) ) (which does not depend on the node a) are relatively 
compact for the uniform convergence on compact sets of L”. fi(@(Xy2) - (4, P”)) 
converges to 0 and @(#(XE;‘,) - (4, F>), nCov(4(X‘?J, qYXp;‘J), and 
n2 COV(~(X~,), 4(X:,)) are bounded, uniformly in 114 I/m. 
Proof. The sequence of mappings 4 EL”(D(CO, TIT (0, 1, . ..> C})) I-+ 
E(e’<4* Vh >) is uniformly bounded by 1, 1 qe”9. 0) _E(e”4. q < 
Elei($3q”‘)) --e’<“.q”)I I E(($I - $, nN)I I (E(4 - $, nN)2))1’2 I KTII~ - $11, using 
Theorem 3.2, and thus it is uniformly Lipschitz and by the Ascoli Theorem 
relatively compact for the uniform convergence on compact sets of L”; the 
same result holds for 4 EL” HE(e i($,qr)) - E(e”@,q’)). Theorems 1.1 and 3.1 
show that @(4(Xp2) - (4, F)) converges to 0, &%(4(X:,) - (4, F)), 
n Cov(4(Xy,), 4(X:,)), and n2 Cov($(Xy2), $(Xy4)) are bounded, uniformly on 
Tand ll4ll,. 0 
We now use the pathwise bounds to prove tightness for the fluctuation processes. 
Theorem 3.4. The empirical jluctuation processes (nr), z O and (Y$), 2 O are tight in 
WQ+, [WC+‘), d y an an accumulation point is continuous. 
Proof. It is classical to prove tightness using boundedness results and the martingale 
problems in Section 2, as in Proposition 3.2.3 in Joffe and Metivier (1986). The 
boundedness assumptions needed are given by Theorem 3.2 and 
c; b (XZ,” + X:iN) I xq I c. 
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Let q denote the canonical process, Q” the law of ylN, Q’ an accumulation point. 
Since there are at most two simultaneous jumps of amplitude l/fi, 
I~];Y-~fi_I~4/JNandforany~>O,lim~_,Q~(sup~~~lr~-~~~(>~)=O.Theset 
{suPl>o I% - vt-I > E} is open, thus &sup, > 0 I qt - q,_ I > E) = 0 and accumulation 
points are continuous. 0 
Remark. We likewise see that the empirical fluctuation processes (v(~)~)~~ 0, 
(ylaJN), 2 01 and the following in the BBGKY hierarchies are tight and have continuous 
limit points. 
4. Limit martingale problems for the fluctuation processes 
After a tightness result, a classical way to prove convergence is to show there can 
only be one accumulation point, usually by characterizing it as the unique solution to 
a limit martingale problem. This is simple for weak interaction: the BBGKY hierarchy 
is basically trivial and closes at the first level, up to a small remainder term. This gives 
propagation of chaos, which in turn enables to close at the first level the hierarchy for 
the fluctuations. 
We have a nontrivial hierarchy, and the drift of the fluctuation process contains the 
fluctuation over triangles, and so on. There is no hope of showing that at the limit the 
fluctuation over triangles is a difference of product measures, as is the case for 
mean-field interactions, for example for spatially homogenous Boltzmann equations. 
Normally the Doob-Meyer bracket only requires the propagation of chaos result 
(since the quadratic variation is quadratic indeed), but here we must solve the 
nontrivial problem coming from the simultaneous jumps and thus from the presence 
of the Xi, which tell us which calls are rerouted. This leads to a new hierarchy. 
Theorem 4.1. The accumulation pointsfbr thejuctuation processes (v;“)~ z o are continu- 
ous semimartingales. The martingale part is Gaussian, and its law is characterized by its 
deterministic Dooh-Meyer bracket 
’ Js (~$+(x)~Q~<c(v + Zvp”3.1 - FE)) + d-(x)“x)Fs(dx) 0 
’ + 23 
(S 
~‘WQx<, & (dx) 
1 
+ 2(&O+-, 1,) ds, (4.1) 
where (I.,), 2 o is the deterministic process of‘ positive bounded measures on 
(0, . . . , C} x (0, f..) C} solving the afJine evolution problem with unique explicit solution 
+ ~-(x)B(y)(x - 1) + ~+~P-(_v)(Y - 1) - 4W_v))i:,dx, dy) 
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+ VP: X(X + 1)21,<,&dx) 
s s 
/?(x + l)I.<,&dx) ds (4.2) 
for any functions tl and fi on (0, . . , C} x (0, . . , C}, equivalent to the system of afjine 
time-inhomogeneous ordinary d@erential equations obtained by taking M = Qi, /? = Qj. 
A similar result holds for the local empirical measures. 
Proof. Theorem 3.4 gives us tightness and continuous limit paths for both (Y$‘)~ 2 0 
and ($“)“), Z 0. Classical martingale characterization techniques show that any limit 
point should satisfy the limits in (2.6) and (2.7) if they exist. 
First consider the linear term (2.6) which gives the drift. We cannot get a closed 
problem when we take the limit because of the BBGKY hierarchy: if (60, > 0 and 
(fii3’)t 2 0 represent the canonical processes, under a subsequence for which both 
(& 2 o and (~1”‘“)~ Z o converge we see that under the limit joint law 
(4, k> - (4, iio> - j; jCbi(Wx<r + 4-(xb)rls (W 
+ 2 4+(x)vll 
s 
X<C y<c z=cyI, a a -(3) (dx, dy, dz) ds (4.3) 
is a martingale ti?. 
Now consider the Doob-Meyer bracket in (2.7). The limit of the first two integrands 
is deterministic and is given by the propagation of chaos as 
J (~‘WVQx<C + 4-(x)2x)&dx) +p”$ (4+(x) +~+(y))“vQ,<cQ,<c~~s(dx)~(dy) s 
= 
s 
(~+(x)~Q~<&v + 2@(1 - p”,“)) + 4-(x)‘x) &dx) 
+ 2vp”,c ti+(x)Q x<ck @xl 2. (4.4) 
The last term in (2.7) comes from the simultaneous release for alternate calls. We wish 
to find the limits of 
(& 0 +-, 2) = & ,g.. ~~(X,N,(t))~-(XjlNc(t))X~,N(t), 
a , 
where the positive-measure valued process (A:), 2 0 is given by 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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Note that there are (r~)~ terms in the sum, and 1;” is a simple function of the empirical 
measure over the triplets (X,“,, X,“,, XgiN). A;” is a positive measure on 
(0, , C} x 10, . . . , C}, of total mass 
;, X8(c) I c/2 (4.7) 
L1 
c#o.b 
and may thus be considered as an element of [0, C/2]:‘3 3’; x;o* .-*‘I using the 
i_,“(i,j) = (Qi @ lj, i,“), (i,j) ~(0, . . . , C} x (0, . . . , C}. It is enough to consider the 
martingale problem for (c( 0 p, A,“), where c( and /3 are functions on (0, , C}. 
Cc(X,N,(f))~(x;(t))x~;N(t) - ~(x:b(o))ti(x,“,(o))x:iN(o) 
-I 
f 
~+(X,N,(s))p(X,N,(s))x~~.~(s)Q~~~,.~, < c 
0 
c 0. X,,(Y) = C,X$b) i c + Qxm < c. X2(s) = c) 
d # u.b,c 
+ (a(X:b(s) + l),@x,“,(s) + l)(X$,N(S) + 1) - a(x~b(S))B(XaNc(S))X~,N(S)) 
+ c(-(XaNb((S))B(XaNc(S))X~EN(S)(XaNb(S) - X;,N(s)) 
+ c( (XnNb((S))B~(XaNc(S))X~;N(S)(XaNc(S) - X;,“(s)) 
+ (@$x;y,(s) - l)j$f;&) - 1)(x$“(s) - 1) - ~(X~*(s))P(x~~(S))X~;N(.~)) 
x X;bN(s) ds (4.8) 
is a martingale A4>bN(t) with Doob-Meyer bracket 
s 
’ (cc+(x,“,(s))~(x,“,(s))x~~N(S))2Q~~~(s~< c 
0 
c (Q X%) = c.x:dF) < c + Qx:,&, < c, X&(s) = c) 
d #a.b.c 
+ (r(x,“,(s))~+(X,“,(s))XX,N(s))2QX~~(\) < c 
1 (Qxm = C,X,y,(s) i c + Q*;(s) < c, x:(s) = c) 
d#a.b.r 
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+ bw%4 + lMXaNc(4 + l)(x~,N(S) + 1) - cr(xlC6(s))p(x,“,(s))x~~N(s))2 
+ (x (X,N,(S))P-(Xf(S))Xab~“(S))*(X~(S) - XtkN(4) 
+ (4X,Nb(s) - l)B(XaNc(4 - l)(XZN(4 - 1) - a(xaNb(S))P(X~(S))X~5N(S))2 
x X:iN(s) ds. (4.9) 
If M is the martingale corresponding to (E 0 fi, A:), 
1 0-N 
M = (nlL& Mbc 
and 
1 
CM) = (n,: & d,& (Mob ’ 
‘sN M$iN). 
The integrand in (M) is bounded; we shall show it vanishes at the limit. 
<MF,/> M$iN) is zero except if the triangles abc and def have at least one side in 
common, since only in this case may there be simultaneous jumps. There is a factor 
l/(n): = O(l/n4) to the sum, there are 0(n3) triangles {a, b, c} = {e,f, g}, each contri- 
buting a uniformly bounded term to the sum, and 0(n4) triangles sharing one side 
(and thus two nodes) contribute terms of amplitude 0(1/n) since they have Xg;N in 
factor ( Xg;N is identically 0 except if there has been an interaction, and gives the rate of 
simultaneous releases of circuits). 
The integrand of the drift of (a @ /I, A:) is also bounded, and classical criteria show 
tightness for the (A:)r t ,, and that the limit points have continuous paths; see Theorem 
3.4. Here again if we try to find a limit evolution problem for (A:), Z 0, we run into 
terms involving correlations of higher order, and thus get a new hierarchy. 
We shall show that the accumulation points of (A:), 2 0 are deterministic, and close 
this hierarchy to give a linear evolution equation with unique solution for the limit 
process (xJf Z 0. In the following, we shall omit the dependence in time, and we could 
actually work on sample paths with the empirical measure over the triplets 
(x;INbb, x,“,, X:iN). 
E((a 0 P> nY>‘) = E (( i c ~(Xfb)p(x:)X;;N 2 @)* o,b(c;n 1) 
= & c E(~(x:b)~(x,“,)x~,N a(x:)P(x,“,)x:iN) 
2 ulblc:n 
dlel/;n 
(4.10) 
in which there are (n): terms, and a factor l/(n): = 0(l/n4). 
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There are 0(n3) terms such that {a, b, c] = {d, r,f}, and the corresponding sum 
vanishes because of the factor. Actually each term has Xg;N in the expectation and 
thus is 0(1/n). 
There are O(n4) terms where the triangles abc and def share one side. In the 
expectation there is a factor Xg;NX$N, and thus the expectation is 0(l/n2): 
XII.NX~,N 
bc cf # 0 only if, in the notations of Graham and Meleard (1993) 
N;iN( T)N:iN( T) # 0, where the two Poisson processes are independent and have rate 
v/(n - 2). 
There are O(n’) terms where the triangles ahc and defshare one node, but in the 
expectation there is again the factor XE;.NXf>N and thus the expectation is O(l/n2). 
The interesting part is naturally the (n), terms where a, h, c, d, e,f’are distinct. All the 
expectations are equal to E(~~(X~,)/I(X~,)X~~“~Y(X~,)/I(X,”,)X$~). Let A be the 
event that there is an interaction chain between the tree stemming from the triangle 
123 and the one from 456. Using the construction and notations in Section 2, 
- E(a(X~,)B(r7~3)X:jN~(~~s)~(~~~)~~~NQ~) (4.11) 
and we wish to bound P(X:iN > 0, X2&N > 0, A) and P(XiiN > 0, X2&N > 0, A). 
IX:;” > 0, X$kN > 0, A) and {Xi$’ > 0, X:kN > 0, A) are contained in 
{Nix’ > 0, Nz;iN > 0, A}. We now have to consider again the construction of interac- 
tion chains and the computations in Section 5 of Graham and MelCard (1993) to see 
that if there is an interaction chain between the triangles 123 and 456, then there is an 
interaction chain not involving NijN and N:kN. Since the triangles do not have any 
node in common, the probability of a chain reaction is 0( l/n2), and by independence 
of the Poisson processes we see that P(NijN > 0, Nt;iN > 0, A) = 0(l/n4). Thus, using 
(4.11) and the independence of the processes X constructed on the trees starting from 
the triangle 123 and those from 456, 
E(a(X~2)P(X~3)X:jNC((X~s)B(X~h)X~~N) - (E(a(X~2)B(X~3)X:jN))’ 
= 0(1/n”). (4.12) 
Actually a similar reasoning shows that for the O(n’) triangles ahc and dcf‘sharing 
one node, since the chain reaction probability is only 0(1/n), 
E(~(X,N,)lj(X,Nc)X~rN~(X,N,)13(X,N)Xc’~) - (E(~(X~2)B(X:,)X:jN))’ 
= O(l/n3) (4.13) 
By using (4.10) and the following estimates, we see that Var((cc @ p, IL;‘)) = 0(1/n’), 
and thus the limit points for the process (/Ip)I > 0 are deterministic. 
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Now the martingale problem (4.8) for (A:), z 0 uses 
which is the start of the new hierarchy. If ~1, j?, ‘/, 6 are real functions on (0, 1, . , C}, 
we omit again the time dependence and 
= E (( $ 1 cr(X,N,)b(X:)X",,N & 2 alblc;n d +;, c (Y(x,N,)a(xfd) . . 
2 
- (Y, 6 C&P”>) 
1) 
= & 1 E(a(X~b)B(X~)X~,N(y(X~d)G(X,N,) - (7, 6 c6, F>) 
3 rrlblcld,n 
elflglh:n 
x a(x~~)p(x~~)x~,N(y(x~h)s(x~b) - <YT 6 (k F>)) (4.15) 
We bound this in the same way we did for (4.10) and we show it is 0(1/n’). For 
instance, the most difficult part to bound in the sum are the (n)s terms equal to 
E(~(X~2)P(X~3)X:P(~(x~4)~(x~4) - (% 6 <k 6) 
x ~(X~,)P(X~,)X~i”(Y(X~*)~(X~*) - <Y>6 (6, 6)) (4.16) 
and since { 1,2, 3,4} and (5, 6, 7,8} do not intersect and since there is X:i”Xzi” as 
a factor, this is equal to 
(E(‘I(X~2)B(X~3)X:jN(y(X~4)G(X~4) - <‘u’> m> m2 + O(lln4) (4.17) 
and in turn 
= E(cr(X~2)P(X:3)X:jN)~(~(x~4)~(x~4) - <y, p”> (6, p”>) + o(l/n2) (4.18) 
and both expectations on the right-hand side are 0(1/n). We thus conclude that all the 
terms in the sum are 0( l/n”), and since there are O(n’) such terms and a factor 0( l/n”) 
to the sum, we may conclude. Thus we close the hierarchy at the first level, and 
(i.j”‘“), t 0 converges to (I$ @ P”p2)t z 0. 
The only other terms in (4.8) that do not have an obvious limit by propagation 
of chaos contain (Xg;N)2, but (XE;“)’ = XgiN except may be when IVtiN(r) 2 2, 
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which happens with probability 0(l/n2). We obtain the limit affine evolution 
equation 
= 
ss 
t (~+(~)Bcv)Qx~c + c4x)P+(y)Q,<,)(v + 2vp”,cU - f$))& (dx, dy) 
0 
+ VP”: c((x + l)Q,<c&dx) B(x + VU,<,P,(dx) 
s I 
+ 
s 
a-(x)8(~)@ - 1) + O)B-(Y)(Y - 1) - WB(y))& (dx, dy)ds 
with initial condition 1: = 0. This equation has a unique solution explicited 
method of variation of constants. 
(4.19) 
by the 
This in turn shows that the limit martingale parts A? have a given deterministic 
Doob-Meyer bracket 
’ (ii~), = ss ($+(x)~Q~<Jv + 2vp”:(l - P:,) + 4m(x)2x)&dx) 0 
+ 2vF& 
(S 
4’(x)Q ,<&(dx) 2 + 2(4- 0 $-, ;i,> ds (4.20) 
which shows that they are Gaussian with a unique given law. 
5. Simulations 
We have done simulations on the simplest case of capacity C equal to 1. It is 
naturally difficult to check the whole fluctuation processes, but we worked at a fixed 
time. Using a stringent KolmogorovvSmirnov test, the fluctuation does indeed seem 
to converge to a Gaussian limit, but it is definitely not centered. This would preclude 
that the limit process be an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
One problem for simulation is the size of memory required. Consider that for 
a mere 1500 nodes, there are already more than a million links. 
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